There hasn’t been a lot of NAWS activity this past month as the office has been catching up and getting
back to routine business after WCNA. However the World Board meets the week of October 19-22nd,
and this meeting will primarily be dedicated to finalizing what will appear in the 2012 Conference
Agenda Report. The Service System Workgroup, including myself, has been participating in online
dialog with the board on the shaping of draft Resolutions for the 2012 CAR. In the meantime I’ll
continue with Part II of my update from the European Delegates Meeting in Malmo Sweden and some
other items:
Iceland Community update:
I’ve recently spoken with Iris, the AD for Iceland and she passed along this update on the
status of the Icelandic Basic Text: “We did not get funding but we got permission to use the
draft version basic text and step working guide so there is much excitement with the fellowship of
Iceland. We are going to have a step working weekend and get everybody involved when we have
distributed the text :) so that’s good news, we are doing fundraisers to collect the money ourselves
for the rest of the translation and are optimistic!”
Iceland’s Community Report Highlights:
We have held a presentation at the police. Our community is mostly newcomers (100 members). After
one year clean, they go to AA. With 5 years clean in NA, you are already an old timer. We have a lack
of literature. Iceland needs 2100 € for translation, how do we deal with this? We get it back from WSO,
we had to proof it again. It was badly translated. The book needs to be synchronized, so that it is from
one author. Now we’ve got a NA member as professional translator, but he will not do it for free. We
have two people interested in our translation committee; both are over 5 years clean, one of them is our
RD.
Poland: We did fundraising to collect money for the Basic Text. It took us a very long time; people were
getting tired with translation. Finally we gave it to a professional translator.
German-Speaking: You should be careful with professional translators within the fellowship. We had
bad experience with this.
Russia: We translated the white booklet; it’s smaller, cheaper, from Jimmy K., and easier to translate. It
contains everything what you need to attend NA.
WSO: The translation before was made by different NA members and was not unique. There is no
consistent point person, and without a strong local translation committee it will be difficult to maintain.
The concern is the cost of publishing a book for this kind of small fellowship under these
circumstances.

Denmark Community Report Highlights
The economic crisis has somehow come to NA Denmark. Our treasurer brought us sad
news: At the present moment the treasurer had only received about 10% of the usual
income and there was only money left for the next meeting and the summer EDM. An
ad-hoc committee was created and we adopted the “gratitude week” UK has used. The
gratitude weeks were running for four weeks and were financially a success. But some
members became quite upset and we will workshop on the subject to find another and maybe better
solution to solve the problem. The areas chose to delay a PI project with training/learning days. For
many reasons the project now is cancelled. The PI chair needs help from the EDM. What is working is
the Regional Helpline. With people attending calls between 18-20. We have translated “NA a resource in
your community” to Danish and are giving it away to professionals. We are reaching out to still
suffering addicts with posters placed in cities all over the entire country.
 We need help getting in touch an in contact with the public, and also how we maintain a useful
relationship with the public.
 We need some help setting up a training program in the region, how to do a training day and how
to utilize the trainees afterwards.
 We need help to get members involved in PR service. It seems like people are afraid of the
requirements to do PR service and how to reach out.
 The regional PR chair would like to have some kind of a mentor from a region with an established
PR effort.
 The busy TC committee could announce that JUST FOR TODAY finally is here and for sale. And it
has become a number one bestseller!
 RD did a workshop on the new service system with focus on the group support unit early this year
at the Esbjerg Convention.

We have 90 groups and 120 recovery meetings, 4 areas, region literature committee
and 2 areas have literature contact person, 2 hospitals and institutions committee,
P&I committee, translation committee, Service Conference committee, Internet
committee, Fund raising committee, Phone line committee.
The H&I/PI trip to northern Finland was a success. Some new groups are forming and there has been
discourse about having northern area service. Members of the northern groups were paid to visit
region meeting and reopening of western area meeting in Turku in June 2011.
Some Finnish NA members participated in a service conference in Gothenburg in April. The trip was
good experience. We gained lots of good knowledge and experience. The trip initiated arranging of the
first Finnish service conference which is going to take place in fall 2012 in Heinola Eastern Finland.
Members are very excited about having this conference. Committee now has over 10 servants.
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Finland Community Report Highlights
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 Area of Western Finland has reopened again. Delegates participated in area's opening meeting.
Members were glad about support and experience.
 Our translation committee is spreading to other cities. They have new subcommittee in Jyvaskyla
with 2 members.
 We are using technology advances in supporting our service meetings. We use Etherpad-tool witch
supports co-editing in real time. We use it to make reports (this report was made with it). We also
use it as an online meeting tool. Tool is very efficient. It supports version management and people
can use it same time or whenever they want. We have gained better communication through this (8
concept)
Questions to the other delegates: Literature price increase, do you take profit and how much? How
many group representatives attend your smallest area meeting, asking this because we are considering
creating a new area in northern Finland and there is only 3 groups at the Area now.
Hungarian Community Report Highlights
17 groups with 19 meetings in four cities; Budapest: 9 meetings/week Pécs: 8 meetings/week,
Kaposvár/Szeged: 1-1 meeting/week. We have one Hungarian speaking meeting in London every
Friday All groups are working, they are always held on time and in order. Hungarian NA is still
centered in two areas: Budapest and Pécs. We have RSC meetings every three months, where every
group delegate is present. In both Budapest and Pécs there are ASC meetings each month.
Translations: Here we’ve had the biggest development lately we’ve translated the
pamphlets listed below: IP8, IP14, IP6, IP9 these are going to be published soon. The
Basic Text is yet under official translation; we hope that it is going to be published by the
end this year. The translation of Basic Text is paid by the WSO.

We have 4 Areas, 68 registered groups on the website, 80 weekly meetings. The RSC meets twice a
year, on a two-day meeting; we have a Chair, Treasurer, Vice Treasurer, Secretary and RD. We don’t
have vice Chair and Alt RD, The Steering Committee meets every 6 weeks on Skype. In July we are
going to meet personally in Warsaw.
LTC Committee has to sign a Basic Text (they have a lot of work now, there are still many corrections).
They are translated IP# 12 The Triangle of Self-Obsession and IP#19 Self- Acceptance They have signed
list approving Pamphlets for printing. New RSO is working very well. Literature is still distributed at
the NA events. They created the new system to distributed literature.
Fellowship Development Committee is not working. The Chair gave up the service and all committee
shattered. Czech Committee Members from Poland and Czech committee are in close contact with
members in Brno. Sad thing is that on the last two Regional Meetings committee asked about the
money to go to Czech Region and they were answered no. We didn’t have enough money to help them
going there.
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Polish Region Community Report Highlights
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At the Regional Convention in May we had two FD activities:
 Workshop about P.I during the Regional Convention. Thanks to EDM we could
invite two guests from Germany. Workshop wasn’t easy but very interesting. Polish
members were saying that they really liked the workshop and we could learn a lot
of new, important things.
 5 members (who couldn’t afford) from Czech Republic could come to Regional Convention to feel
the spirit of unity, happiness, recovery with us. It was also great occasion to talk about trip of Polish
members to Czech Republic. Ask what they need most, what they think we could help them.
Portugal Community Report Highlights
We have 142 Groups; 142 Meetings; 9 Areas; and additional Groups Madeira, Acores and Cabo Verde
Islands. Also supporting additional Groups located in Angola. The RSC holds meetings every three
months. Since the last EDM, 2 RSC were held; 1 in March and another in June. In March the RSC
dismissed the trusted servants of the NA newsletter, because of their lack of responsibility toward the
Committee.
We continue to work on the translation of the 6 Edition of the Basic Text. The
workgroup that is writing the NA Portugal story is working on a regular basis, and
finish the first 10 years of NA in Portugal. They created a link available to all our
members to receive input and other materials.
Our Legal Association (APNA), finished the task of the submission of every legal and financial
document to the Portuguese government. This is a very slow and complicated process, but we handle
to put every legal issue according to the Portuguese Law.

Spain Community Report Highlights
Number of groups and meetings: 110 groups/168 meetings. 9 of these groups are English speaking
meetings, Gibraltar enclosed, and 3 more meetings have translation service into English. In Spain we
have 10 Areas: The Area of Pitiusa, Area del Sur, Campo Gibraltar, Barcelona, Canary Islands, Madrid,
Penibetica, Valencia, Alicante and Murcia. We also have 10 isolated groups in the north of Spain that
haven’t organized an Area yet. The RCS meets twice a year. In between we have online meetings.
Subcommittees: FD, Web, Guidelines, Literature, Helpline, Region- Newspaper, PR and Translation –
We have H&I subcommittees on area basis. Translation is attended by one person and starting to work
efficiently. FD has been organizing workshops about Service and FD in Valladolid, Santiago and at the
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Like every year, we had a weekend meeting in March with all the Subcommittees of Portugal. Several
workshops were held and discussions and debates were performed to improve our service and find
new ways to attract new trusted servants to our service positions. We do also a Workshop about the
Service System Project.
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Regional Convention in Murcia. PR has been in the same places perf0rming PR w0rksh0ps. PR als0
managed t0 c00rdinate with all the Area- PR C00rdinat0rs t0 plan a strategy f0r the PR devel0pment in
Spain. FD is going to Mallorca, Benidorm and Madrid to set up Workshops and PR presentations.
Questions to the other delegates:
a.

We are concerned about all the pictures taken in the conventions. Solutions?

b.

Some experience with Insurances?

c.

Experiences with Children Care?

Swedish Region Community Report Highlights
The Swedish region has 180 groups holding 380 meetings in 102 cities a week! To add some more
statistical numbers to that, there are pretty much the same amount of meetings everyday (around 50)
but the most popular meeting day is Friday with 59 meetings every week. There are 12 meetings only
for men and 18 only for women. We are still 13 areas. We are facing real exciting times here as we are
beginning to change our service structure. We have had a group working for two years on how we can
change the way we do things, our year cycle el. At our last service conference they presented their
work in the form of a concrete proposal which we are now beginning to try out.
A few examples on what we are going to do is:

One of our areas around Stockholm is working hard in this moment with the planning
of a convention to celebrate our region turning 25 years next year. It will take place in
Stockholm and you are all more than welcome to come join us: NA Sweden 25 years
“Simplicity is the key” in Stockholm 24/8-26/8 2012
Turkey Community Report Highlights
The Turkish Area has 7 groups and 21 weekly meetings in total. ASC meetings are performed regularly
every three months. We do have a Convention, H&I, PI, and LTC committee. We recently elected an
Alt. Chair P. and Alt. Delegate.
 LTC sub-Committee: 1. Monthly nationwide LTC Bulletin 2. The review of the 9-12 Steps of How &
Why will be finished soon and will be printed as one booklet as non-approved literature.
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 We will have our service conference/annual meeting earlier than before. We had it in April before
but we need to have it before the end of March due to some economical rules and regulations.
 We will hold a telephone conference with all the RCMs before the regional meetings to prepare
them for the meeting.
 We will free a lot of time from the agenda, especially on our regional meeting in august. We want to
encourage our fellowship to wish for workshops and for our sub committee´s to come up with
workshops that they would like to hold.
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 On-going reviews: a. It Works: How & Why: the 1-4. Steps have been printed as non-approved
literature and distributed to the fellowship for review b. Just for today
 Our first monthly nationwide LTC Bulletin has been printed.
 NAWS wanted us to revise IP Nr.6. It has been done and sent back.
PI subcommittee:
 Koc University College of Nursing invited us for an Addiction & Psychiatry panel for Public
Information.
 TRT (Turkish Radio & TV) channel and the State Human Rights Presidency were cooperating on a
documentary and called us. We collaborated with them and shared the message of Recovery. It will
be on-air in October or November.
We are excited about the Winter EDM in Istanbul. After the Summer EDM we will sign the Contract
with the Hotel and gather a local committee for supporting the Winter EDM arrangements
Norway Community Report Highlights
Our Region consists of 6 areas; 2 in east of Norway, 1 in the south, one in the west, one in the middle
and one in north of our beautiful, long stretched country. We have some challenges regarding service
willingness. There are about 87 groups and 117 meetings a week in our region. We have 5
subcommittees in our Region.

The phone line is served every weekday from 5 pm to 7 pm. And we got a lot of service willingness
and we try to do this service in all our areas. Try to find people to educate people for 12 step
willingness. They got an commercial spot on TV during holydays.H&I and PI Committees are working
through the areas and not the region. There is a lot of good H&I and PI work in our region. H&I are
holding regular meetings in the main prison in Norway, and are working to get to several of the
smaller ones. They also have meetings in treatment and detox centers. One area has got stamps in every
meeting so the KIF (Care for criminals in freedom) can control if people has been to meetings. There
has been held workshops about what to say when they are asked about substitutes. Bulletin 29 has
been used. This brought the discussion once again to one of the areas: How do we attract
people on substitutes to our fellowship?
Question:
How can we include people on substitutes in our fellowship? Can they share at meetings? In one of our region,
this discussion is up and it is very emotional. We would like to hear experience from other Regions.
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We finally got Just for Today in Norwegian, and the members are so grateful. The sales are doing great.
One member of the group is editing chapter one in the 5th edition of Basic Text. The group booklet will
be available in Norwegian soon. They are also working on "Accessibility for those with additional needs",
"Facts about NA", "Money matters", "Funding Na service" and the revised brochure "In times of illness".
The personal stories in the 6th edition of Basic text are now in process.
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Italian Region Community Report Highlights
We are 6 Areas, with 47 groups that hold 87 meetings weekly. Amongst the new meetings there is a
woman's meeting in Rome, two new meetings in Genoa, where things had been going so badly, and a
meeting in a mental health center has reopened, in Rome. Our Region is divided into 6 Areas, the
Southern Area has had too many problems in meeting up, so they have decided to temporarily close
their Area meeting. GSR's from Bari and Trani attend the Regional meeting, so as to bring back
information. We now have Regional committees of Public Relations, H&I, Literature and Gadgets,
Italian Convention, Translations and Revisions and a Web site committee set up, and there is talk of
beginning again The Giornalino, a regional news sheet, on line.
Each Area continues to hold Inter-Area meetings, usually over a weekend, sometimes
in camping sites or by the seaside. The Italian Convention was a great success, held at
Arenzano, near Genoa to give some support to that Area in decline. Workshops are
beginning to be adopted as a way of getting together and share service experience. We
held a thirty year birthday for the first meeting of NA in Italy, in Rome.

We are near completion on the legalization of NA Italia; as a result of this we hope to be able to benefit
from different laws that give TV space for Socially Useful Information and other governmental
assistance. The Public Relations chair made a request to contact the World Board member from Spain,
so as to begin to discuss a way in which to make contact at a governmental level, in Italy. We aim to
achieve the recognition and respect for Narcotics Anonymous as an International organization that
works a viable program of recovery. Since the WB member from Spain had generously offered his
service for this sort of collaboration, we have begun a dialogue with him and look forward to meeting
up with him in the future.
Western Russia Community Report Highlights:
We still have problems to translate the term “active addiction“. It was difficult for us to share about
recovery and not crime stories. We are now 3 regions: Ural, Siberia and Far East, and Western Russia.
We had a sponsor day in UFA, one week before ECCNA in Malmo. We do not have well educated
trusted servants; they have years, but not necessarily knowledge. In our NA newspaper in Moscow, we
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We are eager for the Service Conference in October, when we look forward to two of our European
delegates holding workshops with the Regional body, and we are grateful to be one of the task groups
of the Fellowship Development project. We have received confirmation from the Region of the two
main topics: the Service System Proposals 2011, already translated, and the Planning Basics, which will
be translated in time. On the second day of the service conference, we hope that the delegates will hold
a third workshop with the GSR's from the whole of Italy on Our Service System, one of the Fellowship
Issue Discussion topics. Finally, on the last morning of the weekend, Sunday, we are hoping that our
Trustees will hold a seminar or workshop on the topic of the Principles of Leadership in NA, a very
ambitious project.
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want to present our Service System. The problem is also to get organized the money for the system
(Area, RSC, etc.).
QUESTION: H&I in Russia is celebrating 20 years anniversary. They do not know how to do it.
Portugal: We printed a book, “25 years of history in NA Portugal“, and we invited artist, speakers etc.
Moscow Public Relations:
The photo below is of a large poster created by Moscow PR that was placed on the wall of an HIV
Clinic (They have similar stands for jails and other institutions). The left part says:
Just yesterday I stole from my dearest person on earth
Just yesterday I sat under the pusher's door for two hours like a
dog
Just yesterday I OD'd so hard they hardly brought me back
Just yesterday I was alone in this hostile world
Just yesterday I cried after I opened the test results
Just yesterday I realized I was losing this war
Just yesterday I stubbornly believed nothing can help me and this is all a catch

Just for today I haven't been using drugs for days... months... years
Call us
And we'll tell you our story

EDM FD Report on trip to Macedonia (Narcoslavia)
Our first meeting we agreed about some goals we have to achieve during our fellowship development
in the Macedonia Area. After that we had a discussion in our region, an elaborate discussion how we
going to do it. We made a strategic plan and select the persons who are willing to go to Skopje – capital
of Macedonia. They had no safe meeting venue for recovery. We had to plan differently, to find people
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Just yesterday...
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who are willing to serve, who are willing to find a new place for a meeting. We also believed that we
should go there just only to share our experience about recovery.
We had 5 visits to Macedonia and I was a member of 3 fellowship developments task teams, two of
them on my own costs. It reminds me how changes took part in those process, because we agreed to
have a visit every second week during the last 4 month. The first meeting in Macedonia was horrible. I
cannot describe it in words. The meeting was held in a methadone center and it was full off syringes
and equipment, methadone, and it was really horrible for me.
There was not even an idea of recovery. We tried to communicate more
often and tried to find a way to sponsor those people, to show them that
recovery is something that’s happening, it’s a miracle but it happens during
our visits we try to support all the members. The people who attend the
meetings are still using. Some of them are dealing with drugs and
methadone during the meetings, which was the main problem for us as NA
to support this kind of activity. We were emotional involved, really
emotional involved, all of us.

At that point personally I didn't believe in progress, because there was some obstructions and
misunderstandings what we are going to do there. I lost my faith in the program, and as always as in
my recovery HP show me some sign. I spoke with the EDM Fellowship Development team and with
the alternate UK Delegate, who joined our task team. I also send a couple of emails to the other task
team members. To stay tuned with communication was difficult, but in the crucial moments responds
was there „go and do it again, go and try with the people you believe in“ and we did it, and it gave us a
real and clear view about the situation there.
The last visit was in May, and it was clear for us that we as NA cannot support something that is not
NA. During our preparation for our region convention in Trogir, we organized a newcomers fund for 3
people (full funding) from Macedonia to come to Trogir, to see how recovery can happen. What
happened in Trogir was quite a miracle because we agreed that we going to exclude one area, because
there are no NA meetings. We shut down one area, but it was the only thing we could do, we continue
to support on a personal level, we continued to support as sponsor sponsee relationship.
We are hoping that in the future from September we going to do some more visits and try to organize
to find a secure meeting place for them, because it’s the most important thing to come to the meetings
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We all looked at them as friends, as people who had a problem, and we wanted only to help them, but
it was against traditions, against traditions to support something that is not recovery, and that’s going
in that direction. For most of us, it was the first time that we had those kind of situations and we tried
to communicate over Skype all the time, trying to make some goals how we going to include all people
and how to do something different there. It was really tough things to do, so after a couple of visits we
translated a first pamphlet in Macedonia language, it was really great. We made translations of the
meeting readings as well. We started to plan what we going to do there next. We going to held a
meeting, like we always do in NA, we going to support them in any way we can. From the beginning
we knew that we need more experienced members to come there, so we ask some people that have a lot
of experience in recovery, H&I, PI, to bring them down there and they could really help us to make this
situation really clear.
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where you can feel safe. For me it gave me more experience in communication with the people, how I
can share my recovery, and how can I be grateful for my home group. Just right now there are
meetings in parks in Skopje. They just sit down, do the readings, it’s really tough, but it’s a lot more
different than it was, we made such progress, we are very proud of that, if you remember the first
meeting, which was full of needles, now they are in a much safer place, and they have the readings in
their own language, they have pamphlets, it’s not approved but it’s something. I think we did a real
good job, we save lives, we going to safe more, it’s a start.
Florida Service System Implementation Update
The Florida Regional Delegate emailed me the following updates on service system activity within the
Florida Region:
 The Florida RSC is holding five more SS workshops between November and January. Another area
is holding its own.
 A second GSU in Clermont is now active, 30 people attended. The topic was Sponsorship (sponsor
lists used by groups and sponsoring newcomers and those from drug court).
Central California Regional Assembly
If you aren't doing anything on Saturday, October 22nd, I would like to invite you to Bakersfield for the
Central California Regional Assembly. Nick E from the WSO and I will be presenting a full day on the
Service System and Planning Basics to GSRs and interested members in Central California. The
tentative Agenda for the day is:
 10am – 11am Matt’s session on the Concepts
 11am – 11.30am Break

 1pm – 2pm Lunch
 2pm – 3.30pm Q&A
 3.30pm – 4pm Break

OUR VISION OUR FUTURE
2011 Regional Service Workshop
Oct 22nd, 2011 10am-5pm
724 Niles St., Bakersfield CA 93305
(Trinity United Methodist Church)

Thank You for all you do in service,
Matt S

NAWS online Contribution Portal: http://www.na.org/?ID=donation-external-index
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 11.30am – 1pm Service System 101 covering the basics of the proposals with a focus on local service
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